
WHAT GOES ON IN BED?
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At VOX we believe that real freedom begins at home and the way we 

furnish our homes has a massive influence on our lives. That’s why our 

aim is to constantly develop and provide total furnishing solutions which 

enable us to use our homes intuitively, to arrange them as we wish, to 

make daily life easier with their fittings and to enjoy looking at how we’ve 

arranged them.

Freedom begins each morning, when we get out of bed after a good 

night’s sleep. The bed and bedroom are the first thing we see each day, 

and the place from where we go out into the world. The more functional 

they are, delighting us with their comfort, the more boldly we set out into 

the new day.  A good day starts in bed. 
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WHAT GOES ON IN BED
The bed from the 4YOU collection does more than 

other beds. It’s a superbed, in which all your favourite 

books are within reach. If your family gets larger, you 

can place a crib right alongside it. You don’t even have 

to get out of it to watch a film - just unfurl the screen 

fitted into the canopy.
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Pola bedspread, Beige/GreyBedside table

THERE’S SO MUCH IN 
STORE IN THIS BED
The 4YOU bed is more than somewhere to sleep. 

The handy storage spaces under the bed can take 

books, records, magazines and other odds and ends. 

The fitted ladder and linen organiser can store your 

phone, charger and watch.

Bed with canopy on high frame.
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Small storage unit

Large storage unit

Side ladder

Muse lamp

colours

colours
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Bed with canopy, shelving unit, matress base and ladders.

CINEMA  
IN BED
No more watching movies on  

a laptop balanced on your knees. 

Now, all you have to do is unfurl  

the screen attached to the bed, 

call the family or friends, lean back 

in comfort and hit play.
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Everything has its place here: on 

the shelves under the bed, in the 

organisers on the ladders. Put your 

book there, your telephone or your 

charger. Get a good night’s sleep, 

and everything will be in its place.

In the morning rush, you can 

quickly and easily store your 

bedclothes in the roomy bedhead.

If your family grows, the bed 

grows too - you can easily put a 

crib alongside and everything will 

function as easily as before.

Slide linen organiser 9



Double bed with raised frame.
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Double bed with mattress base.Bedside lamp

Upholstered headboard

Bed storage unit

OPEN TO  
POSSIBILITIES
If you want an open space, pick the bed without a 

canopy, without losing any of its functionality. You 

can put small items, or favourite books in the handy 

storage units, and under the raised frame you can 

store a tent, sleeping bag or sports equipment for 

the winter.
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Double bed with headboard and storage drawer.
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SP
OT EVERYTHING TURNS OUT WELL , 

AFTER YOU TURN IN
A bedroom with this bed in it becomes bright, simple and warm - typically 

Scandinavian. The SPOT bed is a place to sleep, and a place for everything you want 

to keep in the bedroom. Use the storage space behind the headboard, the drawers 

under the bed, the rail for hanging decorations or further units from, or more units 

and a shelf that’s just perfect for books.
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Ordo storage bucket Ordo hanging basket

BETWEEN WAKING AND 
SLEEPING THERE’S TIME 
TO RELAX
A perfect bed for those who want a bit of quiet time 

before sleep. Thanks to the comfy angle of the 

headboard, you can relax while reading a book or 

listening to music. You can also opt for an upholstered 

headboard or a plainer, simpler one without padding.

colours
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Double bed with plain headboard and mattress base.
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R&
O

A SIMPLE WAY  
TO SLEEP WELL
The bed from the R&O collection is for those who 

prefer a simple, classic style of bedroom. Warmth is 

provided by the illuminated niche in the headboard. 

The bed can also come with two linen drawers.
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Double bed with mattress frame.
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Double bed with plain headboard and mattress base.
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GENTLE MIGHT
FOR A GOOD NIGHT
The 2PiR collection brings a relaxing, diffuse light 

to the bedroom, gently lulling you to sleep. This is a 

bedroom from the land of gentleness: the rounded 

forms, with the option of adding print to the fronts, 

the warm, but simple headboard, upholstered or in 

laminate.
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HI
FI FOR THOSE THAT SLEEP 

IN ELEGANCE
The forms of the HIFI collection were designed 

with the principle „less is more” in mind. This classic, 

comfy bed can have one of two headboards: plain 

or with shelves. There is also a version without 

a headboard. The bed holds a large linen chest 

beneath the raised frame.
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Bed with headboard and raised parallel frame.
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Functional furniture changes with your children. Centimetre by 

centimetre, they adapt to their changing needs. And because your 

children also grow while they’re asleep, we’ve made sure that each of 

our collections offers a friendly, well-designed bed.

CHOOSE A BED  
FOR YOUR CHILD
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NE
ST A CREATIVE DAY

AND A PEACEFUL NIGHT
Childhood is a time of unlimited imagination. The NEST 

collection provides a safe miniature world in which to explore, 

experiment and express yourself creatively. And after a day full 

of impressions, you can fall asleep in a cosy bed which is just 

as fascinating as a child’s daydreams. What’s more, in the Nest 

collection, you will also find a bed for teenagers, who have an 

enormous need to break with the childhood stage and express 

themselves in a more classic “grown up“ form.
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HOCUS POCUS
ABRACABEDROOM!
Children love to have their “home base“, and parents like to 

be sure their children are safe there. Up top, at parent-eye 

level, is a comfy bed, and underneath there’s a whole world: 

a theatre, a place of learning, a treasure chest. Your child 

can choose the function they want it to play. The desk on 

casters easily slides under the bed, and the chest can hold 

all their books or toys.

Mosa pillow Ordo hanging basket26



Multi bed with wheeled containers: desk, hanger, shelves, cargo cupboard and shelving unit.
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ROZKŁADÓWKAZE ZWY-
KŁAYM ŁÓŻKIEM

Bed with mattress base.
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CREATIVE CHAOS
Does the effervescence and excitability of 

teenagers preclude tidiness? Not necessarily.  

NEST helps reconcile the excitement of the 

childhood world with tidiness and good organisation. 

The furniture holds lots of additional (and well 

hidden) functions and spaces for storing clothes, 

school stuff or sports equipment.

Flamma pillowRhombo blanket 29
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SP
OT WHO SAID IT WAS JUST 

FOR SLEEPING?
Perhaps with an ordinary bed, but the SPOT bunk bed 

has more ambitions than a single task: somewhere 

to sleep, two shelves, a drawer unit, seasonal storage 

for clothes and a niche just right for a movable 

hanger.
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Bed 2-door wardrobes Chest of drawers

Bunk bed with movable hangers  
for clothes

Bookcases

FURNITURE FOR 
SPECIAL MISSIONS
A single bed with multiple tasks:  

sleeping, storage and spatial organisation.
First prize in the IF DESIGN AWARD 

2015 competition in the Product/

Home Furniture category.

The multifunction bed Spot

designer: Wiktoria Lenart
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Bunk bed with two movable hangers.
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Bed with TIPI trolley frame

THIS IS MY PLACE
Like no other bed, SPOT gives a young person freedom 

to create their immediate surroundings. The Tipi 

mobile frame becomes a construction for arranging 

the space as you wish. Little ones can create their own 

camp, putting a special tent over the Tipi frame, or 

even just a blanket, while older kids can create their 

own style in the room, using the railings.
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SofaGila pillow

Zigzac pillow

Caro bedspread Zigzac pillow

Lame pillow Single bed

Stamp pillow
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TIME FOR  
A GROWN UP BED
A perfectly organised space that you play in 

creatively can go together. You can choose the bed 

with canopy or a classic single bed. Furniture like this 

are more than a childhood fairytale.
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Single bed (120x200 cm) with raised frame

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS, 
AND WIDENESS, THE BED!
A regal bed with a canopy, or a wider single bed?  

Or maybe a classic sofa? Little princesses appreciate 

freedom of choice. Not only will they sleep better 

in a wider bed than standard (120 cm), but they 

can decorate their rooms as they wish. Just hang 

coloured lights from the canopy, or a piece of 

material, and they instantly add charm and 

atmosphere.

Sofa with raised frame
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Single bed with canopy and storage unit.

Mattress base can be fitted at different heights.
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FOR THE LONG STRETCH
Beds for young people are also a place to learn  

or relax with a book or music. A curvy mattress with 

an innovative shape means they can stretch out 

comfortably, sit up straight or sleep peacefully.YO
UN
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Bunk bed

EXTRAORDINARY 
BED
It’s a bed, it’s a cupboard, and even a 

desk. Even in a limited space, it does 

everything a piece of furniture needs 

to do in a teenager’s room.

Collo lamp

Happy lights
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EV
OL

VE

ARM IN ARM  
WITH A TEENAGER
The Evolve bed works in any teenager’s  

room and fits all their changing passions.
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A BED WHICH ISN’T  
ROOTED TO THE SPOT
A teenager’s room is full of energy and motion.  

The Evolve bed keeps pace thanks to its sliding desk, 

which slides into the bed. In a couple of moments  

we can prepare a space for learning, a games room 

or a comfy space to relax in and sleep.

Couch with accessories: sliding desk, couch storage unit and small bookcase for couch
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SM
AR

T
Bed with canopy.

ADD SOMETHING, 
TAKE NOTHING AWAY
The SMART bed is ideal for a child’s or youth’s room, 

especially in small spaces. It’s made up almost of 

building blocks, thanks to which you can change 

things around, extending or adding new functions.
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Single bed with plain headboard and mattress base.
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CLEARLY COMFORTABLE
The neutral tones and rounded shapes of 2PiR bring 

harmony to a teenager’s room. You can store the 

sheets in the headboard, and behind the kick board, 

under the bed, you can store skis, or even a guest 

bed.
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Double bed
w168/d208/h106

Single bed
w128/d208/h106

Bed with canopy and shelving
w168/d238/h206

Bed with drawer
w95/d204.5/h42

Bed with trundle bed and covering panel
w95/d204/h42

Trolley for TIPI bed
w213/d100/h167

TIPI tent for trolley
w213/d100/h167

Bed with canopy
w168/d208/h206

Single bed with canopy
w97.5/d208/h207.5

Cot bed 120x60
w65/d124.5/h105.5

Bedside table
w40/d42/h55.5

Couch
w95.5/d207/h81.5

Bunk bed
w105/d205/h184

Double bed with flat headboard
w145,165,185/d213/h106.5

Couch
w95.5/d204.5/h65

Couch with trundle bed
w95.5/d204.5/h65

Couch with drawer
w95.5/d204.5/h65

Dresing table with mirror
w88/d60/h150

Double bed with headboard and storage unit
w145,165,185/d240.5/h150

4 YOU SPOT

Bedside table
w57.5/d47/h48
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R&O EVOLVE

Bed with headboard and shelves 
w179,199,219/d217.5/h98

Bed with flat headboard
w139.5,159.5,179.5/d205/h83

Single bed
w95/d205.5/h83

Bed without headboard
w139.5/d205/h28.5

Double bed
w145.5,165.5,185.5/d218/h93.5

Bedside table
w50/d32/h40.5

HIFI

Single bed with flat headboard
w95/d205/h98

Single bed with headboard with storage unit
w95/d233/h98

Sofa with headboard and fascia
w206.5/d95/h97

Sofa with headboard with storage and fascia
w233/d95/h98

Double bed with flat headboard  
and storage unit
w147,167,187/d231/h98

Double bed with storage
w147,167,187/d231/h98

Bedside table
w51.5/d6542/h40.5

Dressing table
w100/d42/h79

2PIR

Drawer for bed
w178/d65/h17.5

Dressing table
w110/d44/h78

Drawer for couch
w197/d67/h18.5

Sliding desk
w140/d60/h78

Couch
w95.5/d207/h81.5

Storage unit for couch
w30/d95/h81
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Bed with canopy
w94.5/d214.5/h198.5

SMART

Drawer for couch/bed
w200/d89/h18.5

Bed
w94.5/d214.5/h83.5

Couch
w94.5/d214.5/h83.5

Bunk bed
w102/d214.5/h200.5

NEST

Multi bed
w140.5/d205/h173.5

Lamp for multi bed
w102.5/d96.5/h66

Container with bar (for multi bed)
w52/d92.5/h90

Container with shelves (for multi bed)
w52/d92.5/h90

Desk (for multi bed)
w94.5/d52/h89.5

Box for multi bed
w28.5/d41.5/h19

Drawer for multi bed
w44.5/d41.4/h28.5

Bed 90x200
w95.5/d206/h76

Couch
w95/d206/h76

Lift
w83.5/d11.5/h154

Lamp stand
w64/d11.5/h154

Drawer for bed
w197/d83.5/h16

Hanger
w83.5/d38.5/h154

Modular mattress
4x w90/d52/h11

Container (for multi bed)
w52/d92.5/h45
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Bed
w95.5/d205.5/h70

Couch with raised frame
w95.5/d207/h70

Couch with raised frame and trundle bed
w95.5/d207/h70

Couch with raised frame and drawer
w95.5/d207/h70

Bed with trundle bed and covering panel
w95.5/d205.5/h70

Bed with drawer
w95.5/d205.5/h70

Bunk bed
w169.5/d209/h169.5

Bunk bed with drawer
w169.5/d209/h169.5

Bunk bed with trundle bed and covering panel
w103/d209/h169.5

Multi bed
w212/d105/h194

Crawling mattress with roller II
w90/d200/h19

YOUNG USERS

Couch platform frame with drawer
w212.5/d95/h35
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MATTRESSES
See full range of mattresses on the  

voxfurniture.com website

Available sizes:

90x200

160x200

180x200

Available sizes:

90x200

160x200

180x200

OUR MOST POPULAR 
MATTRESSES

HILDING PASODOBLE CE MATTRESS

RELAKS VIVA PREMIUM MATTRESS

Thanks to its 7-zone spring pockets, this mattress doesn’t lose shape, guaranteeing ideal 

support and moulding to your body. The hypoallergenic cover with impregnated material can 

be machine washed to a temperature of 60°C.

This hypoallergenic mattress with polyurethane foam filling guarantees you a comfortable 

night’s sleep. The cover is made of a foam material with cooling fibres. It can be machine 

washed at 60°C. Available in several degrees of firmness.
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Choose what you need:

Drawers Spare beds

COMPLETE YOUR BED

1. BED MODEL 4. ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS

5. LADDERS, ORGANISERS AND STORAGE UNITS

2 . BASE OR FRAME

3. THE RIGHT MATTRESS

Bedside tablesUpholstered headboard
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Gusto pillow Gusto Maxi pillow

Flamma pillowFlamma rectangular pillow

Lame pillowGila pillow
Dark Grey bedlinen 
140x200/160/200/200x200

Chateu Grey bedlinen 
140x200/160/200/200x200

Dotted bedlinen 
140x200/160/200/200x200

Sof blue bedlinen 
140x200/160/200/200x200

Bedspread, bedlinen or two pillows as  

a present. Good in any bed.

PRESENTS THAT ARE 
GOOD IN BED
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Flex Sand bedlinen 140x200/160/200/200x200

Welo pillow Welo pillow Stamp pillow

Geometry pillow red

Pola bedspread

Geometry pillow orange Favo pillow white-orange

Prestine bedlinen 140x200/160/200/200x200 Nire bedspread
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voxfurniture.com

Meble VOX sp. z o.o. sp. k.

Janikowo, ul. Gnieźnieńska 26/28

62-006 Kobylnica

Poland


